We're recruiting for our Board of Directors!

All young people are inherently brilliant. Young Playwrights’ Theater exists to share that brilliance with the world.

About Us!
Young Playwrights’ Theater (YPT) is an award-winning 501c3 nonprofit organization located in Washington, DC. For almost 30 years, YPT has used creative expression and theater as tools for the education, enrichment and self-actualization of young people.

YPT seeks volunteer board members who understand and value racial equity and anti-oppression as organizational operating principles and share our passion for affirming the brilliance of young people and advancing access to arts education.

Want to join other leaders from across the DC region in inspiring young people to realize the power of their voices?

This is an extraordinary opportunity for individuals who are passionate about arts education and racial justice, and who have a background in business, government, philanthropy, education, the arts, or other experience that allows them to attract donors, partners, program resources, and other qualified and committed board members. You do not need previous board experience to apply.

Board members attend five evening planning meetings per year, make personally meaningful annual donations to YPT, and serve as ambassadors for YPT’s mission, expanding our network of supporters and attending YPT performances and events.

Testimonials

YPT is committed to advancing racial equity and anti-racism in the DMV. This is critical work that is needed in our communities now more than ever - and that fuels my passion for the organization.

Dr. Lemar White
YPT Board Member and Program Manager, Inclusive Learning Google

It is so inspiring and energizing to serve on the board of an organization that authentically lives its mission, helps each student find their voice, and works to make the arts, and the world, more equitable.

Katy Dunn
YPT Board Member and Educational Counselor, PrepMatters, Inc.

Every voice matters, every voice deserves to be heard. YPT empowers every young person to express themselves, as creatively as they desire to be.

Trey Scott
YPT Board Member and Senior Logistics Analyst/Realtor, HomeSmart

Witnessing the power of each voice through YPT performances and observing the long lasting positive impact is inspiring. This is why I’m honored to serve on YPT’s board.

Lisa Rawls
YPT Board Member and Principal, KPPG, LLP

Want to know more?
Email Executive Director Brigitte Winter at bwinter@yptdc.org for application details.